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"Ana Ger Ana: May a Convert to Judaism
Serve on a Bet Din?"
By Joseph h. Prouser

She’eilah:
our colleague, rabbi shlomo Zacharow, a Mesader Gittin and instructor at the
conservative yeshiva in Jerusalem, has turned to the Joint Bet din of the conservative
movement1 for instructions regarding the permissibility of including a convert to
Judaism among its members when he convenes a Bet Din for divorce proceedings. The
question is occasioned by restrictive approaches to this matter recently articulated by
the orthodox Beth din of america and, with particular force, by Beth din member rabbi
michael Broyde.

May a convert to Judaism serve on a Bet Din?
TeShuvah:
countless Gerei Tzedek, sincere and devoted converts to Judaism, labor daily on
behalf of their fellow Jews as congregational and community leaders, as Jewish
educators, as rabbis and cantors, as cherished, fully empowered members of the Jewish
People, and as exemplars of Jewish religious practice. The blessings represented by the
presence and active participation of converts in our communities are a powerful force
in contemporary Judaism, but is hardly unique to the 21st century.2 a significant
percentage of the Tannaim, for example, were themselves converts or descended from
converts. among the many giants and luminaries of early rabbinic Judaism to be
counted among those brought to the Jewish People (directly or by descent) through
conversion are shemaya and avtalyon, rabbi akiba, rabbi meir, and onkelos, the
celebrated translator of the Torah into aramaic.
notwithstanding the principled equal status and genuine spiritual gifts of those who
have, throughout the ages, embraced Judaism through conversion, the corpus of Jewish
law includes a number of legal disabilities borne by converts. These historic restrictions
appear dramatically at odds with the profound affection and admiration properly
accorded Gerei Tzedek, with their status as full-fledged Jews, and with our moral and
halakhic obligation warmly to welcome and, indeed, to love the convert. rabbi Beryl
wein3 has commented that, in the context of contemporary attitudes toward conversion,
such halakhic restrictions are “unlikely for us to imagine.”
This responsum will examine the extent to which the historic halakhic disabilities
borne by converts remain applicable today and, specifically, the question of the eligibility
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of converts to be impaneled as members of rabbinic courts, if they are otherwise
qualified.

A. Halakhic Obstacles to the Convert as Judge
I. Som Tasim: Who May be Appointed to a Position of Public Authority?
discussion of the extent to which a convert to Judaism is eligible to serve as a
member of a Bet Din begins with the statement of rava:

uc lhekt wv rjch rat lkn lhkg oha, oua" rntba vru, rcs :urhcj ,t is rd
.rd urhcj ,t is rd kct "lhjt cren" ibhgcs tuv lhkg ".lkn lhkg oha lhjt cren
'ktrahn untu uhct tvha sg 'vmhkj ihbgku .ktrah ukhpt is ktrahn unt v,hv otu
".ktrahc una trebu" :rntba
“A convert to Judaism may judge his fellow convert: this is a legal principle rooted
explicitly in the Torah. As it is said: ‘You shall be free to set a king over yourself, one
chosen by the Lord your God. Be sure to set as king over yourself a member of your
own people.’ 4 It is only for authority over yourself that ‘a member of your own people’
is required. A convert to Judaism, however, may judge a fellow convert. And if his
mother was Jewish, he may judge even another Jew. As for matters of Halitzah, one
may not serve as a judge unless both his father and mother were of Jewish origin, as it
is said:5 ‘His name shall be called in Israel...’” 6
rava’s statement uses the seemingly paradoxical term, ktrahn untu . . . rd, a
convert to Judaism born to a Jewish mother, a term introduced by Mishnah Kiddushin
4:7. in its usage here, rd refers not to the personal conversionary status of the prospective
judge, but to his “Yichus”, his family pedigree. The child of a father who has converted
to Judaism, or even the more distant, direct patrilineal descendant of a convert to
Judaism, and a Jewish mother is, although Jewish by birth, included in the ten-fold
system of pedigree and personal status enumerated in Mishnah Kiddushin 4:1 (ihxjuh
vrag). he is deemed a rd rather than a ktrah (notwithstanding our current conflation
of these two groups for purposes of, e.g., liturgical honors). Thus, the child born to a
father who is a multi-generational descendant of a convert to Judaism, or by a mother
who is herself a convert to Judaism, would, according to rava’s formulation, be similarly
precluded from judging a case involving those of unambiguous, native-born Jewish
status and parentage. That is to say, the judicial disabilities borne by converts to Judaism
under the rubric of oha, oua, Som Tasim, are, to a certain extent, borne by their
descendants as well.
The restrictive biblical parameters for the selection of an israelite monarch are
extended to lesser positions of public trust and authority: kt ohan v,ta ,unhan kf
lhjt cren tkt uvh -- “appointments to any and all positions of public authority may
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be made only from among members ‘of your own people.’”7 maimonides, on this basis,
codified:

wktrahn unt vhv,a sg ,urus vnf rjt ukhpt ohrd kven lkn ihshngn iht
tkt sckc ,ufknk tku wtuv lhjt tk rat hrfb aht lhkg ,,k kfu, tk rntba
kg vbunn ukhpt wvrag ra ut ohanj ra tk tcm ra tk wktrahca ,urra kfk
tkt tvh tka thab ut ihhs rnuk lhrm ihtu w,usak vbnn ekjna ohnv ,nt
tkt uvh tk ohan v,ta ,unhan kf lkn lhkg oha, lhjt cren rntba wktrahn
/lhjt cren
“We do not appoint a king from among the community of converts to Judaism, even
after several generations, unless his mother is of Jewish origin, as it is said: ‘You must
not set a foreigner over you, one who is not your kinsman.’ This applies not only to the
king, but to all offices of authority in Israel: the foreigner may not command the army,
nor units of fifty or ten troops, nor may a foreigner even be appointed to oversee a body
of water from which shares are apportioned to water fields. Needless to say, only one of
Jewish origin may serve as king or judge, as it is said: ‘Set as king over yourself a member
of your own people’ -- Appointments to any and all positions of public authority may
be made only from among members of your own people.” 8
similarly, the Shulhan Arukh, without dissent or qualification by the rema, rules:

unt v,hv f"tt ktrahk iusk kuxp z"v rd ovn sjt vhva wd ka ihs ,hc
.ktrahn unt ihta p"gt rdv urhcj ,t is rdu ktrahn
“A court of three members, of which one is a convert to Judaism (Ger), is disqualified
from judging a person of Jewish origin, unless the mother of the convert is of Jewish
origin. But a convert may judge a fellow convert even if the judge’s mother is not of
Jewish origin.” 9
rashi’s commentary on rava’s original statement in the Gemara, however, narrows
the exclusion of the convert from the judicial role:

ihrsvbx) ib,s wktrah kfk ukhpt ,ubunn hbhs ukhts w,uapb hbhs :urhcj ,t is rd
/rd hhu,tk ?htn hhu,tk "kfv" :ibhrntu w,ubunn hbhs iusk ihraf kfv (:c"k
“A convert to Judaism may judge his fellow convert: this refers to capital cases. As for
monetary cases, the convert may serve as a judge for any Jew. As the Mishnah states:
‘All are permitted to judge monetary cases.’ And as the Gemara explains: ‘The force
and function of the word “all” is to include what? Its force and function is to include
the convert to Judaism.’” 10
The limited eligibility of the convert to Judaism to serve as a judge is expanded
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by other authorities, who identify a number of mitigating factors, and circumstances
under which the service of a convert as judge does not constitute violation of the Biblical
prohibition of Som Tasim (deuteronomy 17:15).

B. Mitigating Factors: The Convert as Eligible Judge
I. Kfiyah v’Kabbalah: The Willingness of the Parties
The disqualification of converts to Judaism as judges, articulated by the Shulhan
Arukh in Hilkhot Dayanim, is rephrased in Hilkhot Gerim:

unt iht ot kct ktrahn unt tv,a tuvu ,ubunn hbhs iusk raf rd ihs ihbgk
/is rd urhcjk kct ktrah ,t iusk kuxp ktrahn
“As for the judicial role, a Ger is eligible to judge monetary cases, so long as his mother
is of Jewish origin. But if his mother is not of Jewish origin, he is disqualified from
judging an individual of Jewish origin, but he may judge his fellow convert.” 11
The shakh significantly modifies this pattern of disqualification:

uhkg ukcen ot kct wvhpf hsh kg teusu w,ubunn hbhs ukhpt ktrah ,t iusk kuxp
/z"ygv c,f ifu ruyu a'trv uc,f if /r,un ihsk
“He is disqualified from judging a party of Jewish origin -- even in monetary cases -that is, specifically, with coercive authority. But if the litigant accepts him and his
judgment, it is permitted. So wrote the Rosh, and the Tur, and so wrote Ateret
Zekeinim.” 12
The shakh,13 citing a similar ruling by the Bah,14 also makes reference to the provision
in Yoreh Deah, which he reworks in his comment to the parallel passage in Hoshen
Mishpat:

vhhpf tkcu urhcj iusk r,un vhhpfc ukhpts thsvc exp y"xr x"x s"hc
ktrah ukhpt iusk
“In Yoreh Deah 269, he ruled explicitly that a convert to Judaism may judge his fellow
convert even with coercive authority, and, absent coercive authority, he may even judge
a party of unambiguous Jewish origin.” 15
Be’er Hetev,16 citing the further precedent of the Levush,17 concurs: ukhpt iusk
r,un uhkg ukcen ot kct vhpf h"g teusu ,ubunn hbhs -- “That is, (a convert is not
permitted) to judge (a Jew of non-conversionary Jewish lineage) specifically, with
coercive authority. But if the litigant accepts him and his authority, it is permitted.” 18
The Arukh Ha-Shulhan directly incorporates the consideration of coercive authority
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as the disqualifying factor for a convert while transmitting the language of Yoreh Deah
itself:

unt iht ot kct wktrahn unt tv,a tuvu ,ubunn hbhs iusk raf ihs ihhbgku
/is rdv urhcjk kct wvhhpf h"g iusk kuxp ktrahn
“As for the judicial role, [a Ger] is eligible to judge monetary cases, so long as his mother
is of Jewish origin. But if his mother is not of Jewish origin, he is disqualified from
judging in a coercive role, but he may judge his fellow convert.” 20
rabbi eliezer waldenberg surveys various authorities’ treatment of our question in
a responsum directly on point: “does the acceptance of the parties render a convert to
Judaism eligible to serve as a judge.”21 without providing his own pesak, waldenberg
identifies three separate halakhic approaches: 1) those who deny that acceptance by the
parties (or community) avails; 2) those who rule that acceptance by the parties (or
community) does indeed avail, but vru,c kusd ktrahc uvunf iht ratf er -- “only
when there is none other in israel who equals his greatness in Torah” [this consideration
will be discussed below, in section B-iV]; and 3) Those who rule that acceptance by the
parties (or community) does indeed avail even without the added demand of
unequalled scholarly stature. of this final group, waldenberg writes:

vsg hcuaj uvukce ot od hbvn tkt ann ktrah kf ,nfxvk vzc oheuez tka
/iusk kufhu uvhhkg uvukcef tuv ohnhfxn rucm cur ihta p"gtu
“It is not the case that we literally require the assent of all Israel. It is sufficient if the
leading members of the community accept him. Even if the majority of the community
do not agree (with the leaders’ determination), it is as if they have accepted him for
themselves, and he is eligible to judge.”
rabbi waldenberg thus implies that the “willing acceptance” required to impanel
converts as judges need not be secured on a case by case basis from the parties or litigants
they are to judge, but may be effected by the assent of communal leaders on their
constituents’ behalf.

II. Tziruf: Appointment to Shared Office
rabbi eliezer waldenberg, in his responsa Tzitz Eliezer, responds to a query as to
the permissibility of appointing a convert to Judaism as a congregational Gabbai, or to
any other post in which responsibilities and authority are shared among peers, for
example, as a member of a committee or board. he concludes:

ukhpt ktrahc ,urra rtak ut f"vhc htcdk rd ,ubnk rh,vk vfkvv hpk ouen ah
og vgkcvc tc vza iuhf / / /uvhhkg ukche vzc hbvn tk kkf lrsca ohrcuxa uktk
wruchmv kf ka uvhhkg ukche odu wohrjt og upurhm wh,r, t,htafu /ktrahn ohrjt
/,tz rh,vk aha htsuc
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“There is basis in Halakhah to permit appointment of a convert to Judaism as
congregational Gabbai or to any other position of public trust and authority in the Jewish
Community -- even for those who hold the position that in general the principle of the
community’s acceptance of the (otherwise disqualified) official is irrelevant -- when this
individual appointee’s authority is subsumed by that of the fellow Jews with whom he
is appointed and shares office. And when both conditions are applied -- the sharing of
authority with others and the acceptance of the official’s authority by the community,
there are certainly grounds to permit this.”
The role of a member of a Bet Din is, by definition, shared with fellow judges. This
is in seeming contrast to the appointment of an independent judge, alone mentioned
by rambam (and repeated by, among others, rabbi akiva eiger) as comparable to that
of a king: a sole decisor with all but unlimited discretionary power over the lives,
property, and personal standing of those subject to his legal authority.

III. Serarah arai: Temporary vs. Permanent Appointments
a number of authorities rule that any prohibition concerning a convert being named
to public office based upon deuteronomy 17:15 applies only to permanent positions
(analogous to the israelite monarchy), and that appointment to a position of authority
on a temporary or ad hoc basis is permissible. The Encyclopedia Talmudit states the
principle succinctly: htrg lrsc is ot raf -- “if a convert to Judaism serves as a
judge on an ad hoc basis, it is valid.”23 Thus, in Hiddushei Ha-Ran, we read:

trndc ibhrnt hfu wohrdv kg ,ubunn hbhsc guce ihhs u,ubnk ubhhv rd urhcj ,t is rd
wihs ubhs is otu wscghscu htretc teus ubhhv wktrah hbc ka ,ubunn hbhsk raf rds
,uhvk rd urhcj ,t iusk raf rd / / /lhjt cren ibhgcs ouan wtk guce ihhs u,ubnk kct
v m hk jk u , uap b h b h s c u / / / i h s u b h s h tr e t c k tra h i u sk u wo hr d c , u b u n n h b h s c g u c e
t"carv exp ifu k"z iutd tjcan tjt 'r ,gs kfu ktrahn untu uhct ihbgc lknku
/,unchc k"z
“A convert to Judaism may judge his fellow convert. That is, he may be appointed to
fixed office as judge for monetary cases involving converts. And when the Gemara
states that a convert is valid to judge monetary cases involving those of unambiguous
Jewish parentage, that is on an ad hoc basis and is valid after the fact: if he judges, his
judgment is a valid ruling. But to appoint him to fixed office as a judge is not permitted,
since we require ‘a member of your own people’... A convert is valid to judge his fellow
convert and to serve in a permanent judicial office for monetary cases for converts. And
as for judging those of unambiguous Jewish parentage on an ad hoc basis, his judgment
constitutes a valid ruling... But for capital cases and for Halitzah and for appointment
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as king, we require that both his father and mother be of unambiguous Jewish parentage.
And this is the position of Rabbi Aha of Shabha Gaon, of blessed memory, and this is
the position of the Rashba, of blessed memory, in his commentary on Yevamot.”24
Thus ramban, explaining rashi’s approval of converts as judges in monetary cases,
also distinguishes the judicial role from other offices from which converts to Judaism
are barred:

tku t,n ahr tk vhk ibhbnn tk uvhn ,ubunn hbhs iusk rafs hnb hvb rnhnk tfhtu
/lhjt cren tkt uvh tka ohan v,ta ,unhan ubhhvs t,udrd ahr
“One may say: granted, even one who is authorized to serve as a judge for monetary
cases, we would still not appoint him as leader of a city or even to administer a water
wheel for a municipal well, for these are appointments which may be made only from
‘among your own people.’” 25
ramban thus distinguishes the role of the judge impaneled for any particular case
from that of one appointed for public office, to which alone the Biblical prohibition
applies. rashba makes a similar distinction -- ,ubunn hbhsn hphsg t,urras hkhns ouan
lknk ,me hnss ouan -- “insofar as offices of public trust and authority are more
stringent in nature than monetary cases, as they, the former, are somewhat analogous
to the role of the king.”26
rabbi moshe feinstein states that the ad hoc nature of Batei Din (courts) convened to
facilitate conversion proceedings is particularly evident:

vz ihaugs o,v j"v jmurn v"pcu vyuxn d"prc j", uhvha o"cnrv rhfzva ;tu
tck m"ta ,urdc kct ovhrcs ukce,h odu ugsh htsua hsf j", ruxnk ihfhrm s"cv
ugsha ovk rnuk er lhha rhhd,vk ost kf hbpk tck kufh tvs rhgca s"c hpk teus
/j", obhta ;t ihtar ihgsuh otu ,uagk vn
“Even though, at the beginning of Chapter 3 of Sotah and in Hilkhot Rotzeah 5:8,
Rambam specifies that they should be scholars (Talmidei Hakhamim), there the Bet Din
does this because they must send scholars to be certain that they will know what to say
and so that their words will be accepted (when they issue a statutory warning to a
prospective murderer). With regard to conversion, however, where the aspirant need
not appear before the city’s established court, but rather can come before anyone in order
to convert, it is fitting only to instruct them (the members of the Bet Din), so they will
know what to do. If they know what to do, they may act as a Bet Din even if they are
not scholars (Talmidei Hakhamim).” 26
rabbi feinstein’s discussion of the scholarly bona fides of those eligible to form a
Bet Din l’Giur (court for conversion) is beside the point. if ost kf -- “anyone” -- that
is, any three Jews may convene themselves as a Bet Din in order to accept converts, the
participation of a convert among the members of that body cannot be construed as
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“appointment” to office and thus represents no violation of oha,

oua .

IV. ein Kamohu: When the Convert is of Unequalled Stature
The Tzitz Eliezer traces a line of rabbinic reasoning that predicates approval of judges
by the community, or by the parties to a case being adjudicated, exclusively iht ratf
vru,c kusd ktrahc uvunf -- in situations “when there is none other in israel who equals
his greatness in Torah.” 28 Paraphrasing the Hemdat Yisrael, waldenberg elaborates:

wubka ,ubn,v kkfc vz huv rdv ,t ohrjuc ot zt o,unf kusd ktrahc ah ot teuss
vru, r,f uk ghdnu rusca kusdv tuv rdv ot kct wubk ruxt vzu wu,ut ohbnn ubjbta
uka tuvu rusc r,uh kusda hnk lhha vru, r,f hf kkf u,ut ohbnn ubjbt iht tbhsn
/kkf hubn lhrm tku tbhsn
“It is specifically when there are other candidates of equal stature in the Jewish
community, that if we choose a convert it constitutes appointment by us -- insofar as it
is we who appoint him -- and that is forbidden to us. But if the convert in question is
the unrivalled scholar of the age, and the Crown of Torah passes to him by immutable
logic (or as a matter of justice), then it is not we who appoint him at all, for the Crown
of Torah by right belongs to the one who is unrivalled in stature in his age. It is his by
immutable logic (or as a matter of justice), and he requires no appointment.” 29
such unrivalled stature “in one’s age”, rusv kusd (the generation’s leading authority),
has been cited,30 for example, to explain the appointments of shemaya and avtalyon to
national leadership, as Nasi (patriarch) and Av Bet Din (head of the court), respectively,
not withstanding their conversionary pedigrees. That is to say, they were self-validating
candidates, unrivalled in wisdom and scholarship. They were not, therefore,
“appointed” in violation of the Biblical prohibition: the positions were theirs as of right.
The same principle should be considered applicable on a local level. The rabbi of a
community who is himself a Ger Tzedek, like any rabbinic colleague, is generally, in the
context of the congregation or institution he serves, in the category of uvunf iht. he is
unrivalled in scholarship and singular in expertise, if not necessarily in his generation
or age as a whole, then in his communal context, especially in isolated communities. if
he is not, strictly speaking, unrivalled, it is more likely still that he may be among, at
least, the three most desirable and qualified of prospective judges! similarly, a rabbi
who must assemble a Bet Din, say, to deliver a Get (Jewish divorce document) as a Shaliah
Sheini (a secondary messenger), may find Gerim (converts) to be among the most
knowledgeable and observant laymen (or, indeed, colleagues) available. in such a
situation, the convert to Judaism may be deemed qualified to serve on the Bet Din tbhsn,
by immutable logic, or as a matter of justice. indeed, he is not “appointed” at all, he is
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a member of the Bet Din by right. his service as a judge is self-validating.
There is no one of equal stature.

uvunf iht --

we might add, that when assembling a Bet Din to oversee a conversion to Judaism,
a rabbi who is a Ger Tzedek, or a convert to Judaism deemed by his rabbi to be fit to
judge, may well, by virtue of his own conversion, bring a personal knowledge, life
experience, and unique sensitivity to the proceedings at hand that no “native born” Jew
could fully achieve or appreciate! a Ger Tzedek serving as a judge on a Bet Din l’Giur
may be uvunf iht, of unrivalled stature and unequalled qualification, in the strictest
sense of the term.
The spiritual gifts unique to the convert to Judaism, the convert’s unrivalled insight
into the thinking and into the individual needs of spiritual seekers, as well as a
heightened ability to perceive and to communicate the appealing beauty of Jewish
Tradition, are illustrated by the feat attributed to Onkelos Ha-Ger, the celebrated convert
to Judaism, scion of the roman royal family, and translator of the Torah into aramaic:

whtrec uvbhfan wvhr,ct htnurs tsbud rxhe rsa /rhhdht xunhbuke rc xukebut
/hshn tku vhk urnh, tk :uvk rnt wvhr,ct (tbhrjt) htnurs tsbud rda rsv /ruhdht
wtruhphp hne trub yeb truhphb :tnkgc t,khn ufk tnht wuvk rnt wukztu ukea uuv hf
?habht hnen trub yeb hn tnue wtnuek tbundv wtbundvk txfus wtxfusk truhphp
onuh ovhbpk lkuv 'vu :ch,fs wktrah hne trub yeb v"cev :uvk rnt tk :vhk hrnt
/vhsvc hshn ug,a, tk :uvk rnt wvhr,ct tbhrjt tsbud rsa rsv /(uvkuf) ruhdht w'udu
?htv htn :uvk rntu vkg vhsh ch,ut w(tj,pt tjbns) t,zuzn tzj whkztu vhk hyeb hf
uhscgu ohbpcn cauh osu rac lkn okug ka udvbn :uvk rnt /,t ik tnht :vhk urnt
'v :rntba w.ujcn irnan tuvu ohbpcn uhscg wv"cev ukhtu w.ujcn u,ut ohrnan
/vrh,c rda ktk u, /ruhdht wokug sgu v,gn ltucu l,tm rnah
“Onkelos, the son of Kalonymus, converted to Judaism. The Emperor sent a detachment
of Roman soldiers after him. He attracted them to Judaism by citing Scripture, and
they also converted. The Emperor sent a second force of Roman soldiers after him,
warning them not to engage Onkelos in conversation! As they were about to lead him
away, he said to them, ‘Let me speak to you of just one worldly matter: In a procession,
the torchlighter carries the light in front of the torchbearer; the torchbearer precedes the
commander (Lat., dux); the commander goes in front of the governor (Lat., hegemon)
and the governor in front of the Imperial Minister (Lat., comes). But does the Imperial
Minister light the way for the general populace?’ The soldiers answered him: ‘No!’
Onkelos responded: ‘But the Holy One, blessed be He, carries a light for all Israel, as
Scripture states: ‘And the Lord went before them in a pillar of fire, to give them light.’
They too all converted to Judaism. The Emperor sent yet another unit of Roman soldiers
after him, adjuring them not to converse with him at all. As they seized him and set
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out, Onkelos saw the Mezuzah on the doorway. He placed his hand on it and said to
them: ‘What is this?’ They said: ‘You tell us.’ He said to them: ‘It is the way of the
world that a mortal king sits within and his servants guard him from without. But
with the Holy One, blessed be He, His servants dwell within, and He guards them from
without, as Scripture states: ‘The Lord shall guard your going out and your coming in
from this time forth and forever.’ They too converted to Judaism, and the Emperor sent
no more troops.” 31
This is not a halakhic text, and the historicity of the narrative is certainly open to
question. moreover, while the account asserts the serial conversions of numerous
roman soldiers, praetorian proselytes, under onkelos’ influence, it does not specifically
record that onkelos participated in that ritual process as a member of the overseeing
Bet Din! nevertheless, this rabbinic text clearly illustrates that quite soon after his own
adoption of Judaism, onkelos had the spiritual wherewithal, rhetorical prowess, and
personal insight into human nature to communicate the compelling nature of Jewish
belief and practice to even the most unlikely of prospective converts. uvunf iht -- his
own life experience and, indeed, the very fact of his personal familiarity with the
workings of the non-Jewish world, equipped him to effect the conversion of others with
what can only be understood as an unrivalled ability. The analogous personal gifts of
contemporary Gerei Tzedek, the unique contribution they may bring to the proceedings
of our Batei Din, should not be underestimated. how much more so converts to Judaism
among our rabbinic colleagues, who combine such life experience with often unequalled
scholarly erudition.

V. halitzah: Exceptional Exclusion
rava’s statement that those serving on a Bet Din for Halitzah (the act of freeing a
woman from levirate marriage) must be of unambiguous Jewish birth immediately
follows the gemara’s description of an incident involving rabbi shmuel bar yehudah.
The sage declines an invitation to serve as one of five members of a Bet Din for Halitzah,
the increased number functioning t,khn hnuxrpk, to enhance the public visibility of a
judicial proceeding of such consequential significance in personal status. rabbi shmuel
bar yehudah explains his recusal:

tbt rd tbtu ohrd ka ihs ,hcc tku 'ktrah ka ihs ,hcc - ktrahc tbhb, vhk rnt
“He (Rabbi Shmuel bar Yehudah) said to him (Rabbi Yehudah): We have taught in a
Baraita: ‘(His name shall be called) in Israel...’ (Deuteronomy 25:10) -- this indicates
the requirement of a Bet Din ‘of Israel’ [comprised of members of unambiguous Jewish
birth] and not a Bet Din of converts to Judaism. And I am a convert myself.” 32
it should be noted that the parallel text in the Jerusalem Talmud records a Tannaitic
dispute as to whether the seemingly extraneous use of the word “israel” in the verse
functions to exclude or, conversely, specifically to include converts to Judaism among
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those eligible to serve on a Bet Din for Halitzah. The Tosafot, assuming the former, ask a
pointed question about rabbi shmuel bar yehudah’s statement:

ktrahk iusk kxphn hnb ,ubunn hbhsk ?vmhkjk rd khxps t,hhrc thcvk uk vhv vnk
raf :hnb ht /ohrd ,mhkjk ukhpt kuxpk lhrymhts rnuk ahu /ktrahn unt ihts iuhf
oha, oua ch,fs wvrra ka rcsu vnha tfhha tks /vhhpf tkc iusk ,ubunn hbhsk tuv
/vhhpfc tkt lkn lhkg
“Why did he cite a baraita stating that a convert to Judaism is disqualified [from serving
on a Bet Din] for Halitzah? He would also be disqualified to judge a monetary case,
since his mother was not of Jewish origin. One might say that the baraita was necessary
to preclude a convert [serving on a Bet Din] even for a case of Halitzah involving other
converts. Alternatively: [It shows that] he would be qualified to [serve as a member of
a Bet Din] to judge monetary cases [for those of unambiguous Jewish birth] if the Bet
Din is not a coercive body. For the Biblical prohibition against appointment of those of
non-Jewish origin to positions of public trust, and the issue of their holding office (to
wit: ‘You shall be free to set a king over yourself [one chosen by the Lord your God. Be
sure to set as king over yourself a member of your own people]’), applies only when
their authority is of a coercive nature.” 33
indeed, rabbi shmuel bar yehudah’s acknowledgment of his conversionary status
as grounds for his recusal from the case at hand, carries a number of instructive
implications. The halakhic objection to a convert to Judaism serving on a Bet Din is here
presented as specific to the case of Halitzah, and based on the scriptural language with
which that exceptional ritual is, uniquely, prescribed. rabbi shmuel bar yehudah’s
reference to a ohrd ka ihs ,hc, “a Bet Din of converts”, or, more plausibly, “a Bet Din
which includes converts among its membership”, is clear indication that such a body
was a real possibility in, at least, certain other circumstances, as Tosafot confirms. The
disqualification of the convert as judge for Halitzah is thus itself presented as exceptional.
further to be deduced from this incident is the remarkable extent to which, at this
formative period in the history of Jewish religious life and its jurisprudential system,
converts to Judaism were accepted and “assimilated” into the Jewish community. The
conversionary status of rabbi shmuel bar yehudah -- a sage who had close dealings
and personal relationships with, inter alia, ulla34, abaye35, rabbi yochanan, rabbi
elazar, and especially rabbi yehudah, was unknown to his colleagues. it is only this
fact that explains the misplaced invitation to serve on a Bet Din from which he was
properly to be excluded... unless rabbi yehudah, who extended the invitation -- and
whom rabbi shmuel bar yehudah elsewhere criticizes for his lenient rulings36 -- was
among those who would have permitted a convert to serve on a Bet Din even for
Halitzah! The latter possibility must be considered plausible. rabbi yehudah was rabbi
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shmuel bar yehudah’s teacher; the master referred to his disciple as tbbha (“the incisive
one” or “keen scholar”),37 and it is unlikely that he was unaware of his student’s
personal status and family origins.
The unusual stringency with which a convert to Judaism is precluded from serving
on a Bet Din for Halitzah, though associated with the peculiar language of that rite’s
scriptural origins, may in fact reflect another consideration. The convert, by virtue of
the transformation in his religious status, severs ties, along with their various legal
implications, to his family of origin. his biological parents are no longer, in a legal sense,
his parents; he similarly has no legal kinship with his siblings. rabbinic injunction
somewhat circumscribes this dissociation to preclude even the appearance of, e.g., incest
with a “former” sibling who has also converted, etc. a convert, who by his very nature
has no “halakhic” siblings and never could have such familial connections, can never
be subject to the laws of either Halitzah or levirate marriage himself. The case of “Halitzah
involving other converts” mentioned in the Tosafot refers not to those who have
themselves converted, but to those whose family pedigree or “Yichus” is from converts,
even several generations removed’... or perhaps to a Giyoret in the role of Shomeret
Yavam. is it not reasonable that this may be the reason for the convert’s exceptional
exclusion from the Bet Din that administers this area of Jewish law, legal provisions to
which he, by virtue of his conversionary status, can never be subject?
a similar rationale motivates a disability classically borne by converts in matters of
inheritance:

va ur h c v h , h t s k f s / , n v hr c s o h h ek v u m n i b hr n t tk r d c s o , u b h cr r n u t s ug u
vh,hks wrd kct /iharuh ujfns wiunn u,utn ujf exp tku khtuv wuhrcs ohhek vumn
/uhrcs ohhek vumn iht wubunnn ujf expu wvaurhc
“Rabbeinu Tam says further that we do not apply to a convert to Judaism the principle
‘It is a Mitzvah to carry out the final instructions of the dead [deathbed gifts and bequests
notwithstanding statutory heirs].’ For any to whom matters of inheritance apply, it is
a Mitzvah to carry out his [final] instructions, insofar as he retains authority over his
estate, and on the basis of that authority he is inherited. But a convert to Judaism, to
whom matters of inheritance do not apply [since he severed familial relationships, and
corollary claims as an heir, by virtue of his conversion], he does not retain authority
over his estate: there is no Mitzvah to carry out his instructions.” 38
Tosafot and rabbeinu Tam link the asserted disability in the convert’s authority over
his own estate, at least beyond the statutory claims of his own children, to the fact that
having legally dissociated himself through conversion from those from whom otherwise
he would have been entitled to inherit, i.e. his father and brothers, the laws of inheritance
do not fully apply to him. The force of a convert’s deathbed instructions, like his
ineligibility to judge Halitzah, devolves from the fact that in halakhic terms he has no
(mortal) father, no brothers, and, consequently, no legal standing vis-a-vis obligations
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devolving from one’s paternity. indeed, two brothers who each convert to Judaism are
permitted to serve together as witnesses and to testify regarding each other as they are
no longer “relatives.” 39
The exclusion of the convert from judging cases of Halitzah is thus exceptional, as
other areas of Jewish law for which a Bet Din might be convened, e.g. monetary disputes,
divorce, financial dealings with fellow Jews, and conversion prominent among them,
do indeed fully apply to the convert and native born Jew alike. in these other areas of
Jewish law and practice, unlike Halitzah, the ineligibility of the convert to judge is,
therefore, not absolute.

VI. Ger Dan et haveiro: A Convert Judging a Fellow Convert
it is clear from rava’s original statement in Yevamot, and from the codification of his
dictum in the Shulhan Arukh, both in Yoreh De’ah Hilkhot Gerim and in Hoshen Mishpat
Hilkhot Dayanim, that vru, rcs urhcj ,t is rd -- the eligibility of a convert to Judaism
to act as a judge, when the party being judged is a fellow convert, is an established
halakhic principle rooted in scriptural law. The shakh explicitly states that this
eligibility is not subject to the will or acceptance of the litigants or parties being judged.
a critical practical question is whether the eligibility of a convert to Judaism to judge
his fellow converts extends to conversion proceedings themselves: may a convert to
Judaism serve on a Bet Din impaneled to accept converts and to oversee the conversion
process. This question has been sharply debated of late by the rabbinic council of
america and its allied Beth din of america. 40 Beth din member, rabbi michael Broyde,
concedes, “there is no direct discussion in the rishonim or the classical codes of the
question of whether a ger may sit on a bet din for conversion” as well as “the silence of
the Shulchan Aruch and Tur, both of whom note that a ger may not sit on a chalitza even
bedieved (after the fact), but make no mention of the fact that such is true for conversion,
also.” rabbi Broyde nevertheless concludes stridently that “the intentional decision to
place a rabbi who is a convert on a conversion panel is nearly a form of rabbinic
malpractice.” To his great credit, rabbi Broyde proposes that “when a mistake
happened” and a convert to Judaism was among the members of a Bet Din overseeing
a conversion, i.e., bediavad, that the conversion be recognized as valid: “that this person
is Jewish bein lekula bein lechumra, since most poskim accept this view bedieved.”
notwithstanding this determination, Broyde further suggests that those who have
undergone such “flawed” conversion proceedings be counseled to “re-immerse in a
mikva in front of an unquestionably valid panel”, i.e. a Bet Din that includes no converts
to Judaism among its members. rabbi Broyde self-consciously describes his dual rulings,
that those who have converted under the auspices of a Bet Din which included one or
more converts be accepted as valid after the fact and that they be counseled to reimmerse, as conclusions “at tension” with each other.
rabbi Broyde’s comments came in response to the permissive stance articulated
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by his rca colleague, rabbi avi weiss:
“a convert may serve on a Beit din when the judgement is regarding another
convert... additionally, a convert may be a judge on a non-coercive Beit Din, i.e. one to
which the person appearing before the court has willfully submitted him or herself...a
convert serving on a Beit Din of conversion should thus be valid for both of these reasons.
while some halakhic authorities still argue to invalidate a convert to be on a Beit din
for conversion, it is obvious that those who maintain the convert’s validity as a judge
have the weight of the halakhic sources behind them.”
it is true that an aspiring convert is not yet Jewish when she or he first appears before
the overseeing Bet Din. nevertheless, such a proceeding must be considered a case of
rdv urhcj ,t is rd (a convert judges a fellow convert), since the Bet Din does not
conclude its task, and, certainly, issues no Ma’aseh Bet Din, no formal statement or
decisive ruling validating the conversion, until the conversion aspirant has emerged
from the Mikveh. at that point, the individual is rcs kfk ktrahf, already Jewish in all
respects.41 The Ma’aseh Bet Din that ensues attests to that fact. it is, indeed, the Jewish
status of the new convert to Judaism that empowers the Bet Din to act. rabbi isaac Klein
forcefully states this principle: “it is the final act Qabbalat ‘Ol Mitswot, that is decisive
and requires a Bet Din... since today that is done as a separate ritual after the immersion,
a Bet Din is required only at the final ceremony.” a Bet Din which concludes that a
candidate for conversion has not satisfied the requirements for that transformation in
religious status simply refrains from taking any judicial action whatsoever; it does not
judge the non-Jew appearing before them, who would not be subject to their ruling!
should a convert to Judaism be among the judges comprising the Bet Din, there could
be no clearer, and therefore permissible, case of urhcj ,t is rd.

VII. Bet Din l’Giur: Does the Function of a Bet Din for Conversion
Constitute “Judging”?
The requirement that conversion take place under the supervision of a Bet Din is
clearly established in the gemara:

,hcc rhhd,ba rd :vsuvh hcr rnt itfn :urd ihcu uhjt ihcu aht ihc esm o,ypau :r",
/rd ubht unmg ihck ubhc wrd vz hrv ihs
As the rabbis have taught: ‘Decide justly between each man and a fellow Israelite or a
stranger (ger)’ [Deut. 1:16]. On this basis Rabbi Yehudah said: A convert who
undergoes conversion under the auspices of a Bet Din is a valid convert. If [he
converted] all on his own, he is no convert.” 43
The reasoning underpinning this standard is a close reading of the verse from
deuteronomy: vhc ch,f ypan 'vaka lhrm rd :ibjuh hcr rnt tct rc thhj hcr rnt
-- “rabbi hiya quoted rabbi yohanan: a convert requires three [that is, judges, to
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establish his conversionary status]; ‘justice’ is written in reference to him in scripture.”44
in determining the eligibility of a convert to Judaism to serve, specifically, on a Bet
Din for conversion, it is necessary to define with precision the function of such a Bet Din
and its requisite three members. does a Bet Din for conversion actually “judge”, and
what is the force of ypan as it applies to conversion proceedings? That is, to what extent
is the process of conversion a “judicial” undertaking in the usual sense? menachem
finkelstein, a member of the faculty of Bar ilan university school of law who currently
serves as an israeli district Judge, and a former Judge advocate general of the israel
defense force with the rank of major general, writes:

/ohrd kcenv ihs ,hck ,ubunn hbhsc isv ihs ,hc ihc vrund ,uvz iht hf wrnuk rc,xn
icunc ihs ,grfv iht vagnku wihs hkgc ,ubgyu ihs hkgc ihtu chr iht ohrd ,kcec
/jbunv ka khdrv
“It is reasonable to say that a Bet Din judging monetary cases is not entirely identical
to a Bet Din that is accepting converts. In accepting converts, there is no dispute, there
are no litigants, and no conflicting claims, and, in practice, there is no legal finding in
the usual sense of the term.” 46
Judge finkelstein bases his observations on a similar passage from the writings of
early israeli ashkenazi chief rabbi isaac herzog, who asks rhetorically:

uk urntha sg rd ubht hfu wihs ,hc expu ihs kgc ,ubgy itf ah hfu witf ypan ihbg vn
ihbg vnu wrcs kfk ktrahf tuv hrv vkhcyvn vkga iuuhf htsu tkt wv,t ktrah s”c
/itfk ypan
“How is this a ‘judicial matter’? Is there a litigant’s claims and a legal finding rendered
by the court? Is the aspirant not considered a convert until the Bet Din declares to him:
‘You are a Jew’? Rather, it is certain that once he emerges from the immersion, he is a
Jew in every respect. So in what way is this a ‘judicial matter’?” 46
Judge finkelstein concludes his chapter on this question by stating, inter alia:

vkhjn vbhtu wypank ruhdv ,t jrfvc ,fpuv vbht w"ihs ,hc lhrm rcsv" hf vghcev
/,ubunn hbhs isa ihs ,hck ,ugdubv ,ufkv i,ut kf ohrd ,kce kg
“The determination that ‘the matter requires a Bet Din’, does not necessarily turn
conversion into a judicial proceeding, nor does it make all laws concerning a Bet Din
judging a monetary case also applicable to the acceptance of converts to Judaism.” 47
The presence of a Bet Din is indispensable to the process of conversion. That is, the
actions undertaken by an aspiring convert to Judaism in order to effect her or his new
religious status, acceptance of the Mitzvot and immersion, take place in the presence,
and under the supervision, of a Bet Din of three members. arguably, however, that Bet
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Din does not actually “judge” in the usual sense; it does not render a legal decision so
as to resolve conflicting claims. any prohibition against a convert to Judaism “judging”
as a member of a Bet Din would, from this perspective, not apply.

C. Our Attitudes and Obligations to Converts to Judaism
in Sefer Mitzvot Ha-Katzar, the last book of his prolific career, rabbi israel mayer haKohen Kagan, the chofetz chaim, enumerates those commandments still practicable
in modernity. Two of these halakhic obligations have direct bearing on the question
before us. among the prescriptive commandments, the chofetz chaim lists:

lgrk ,cvtu kg ,pxub vumn hvuzu /rdv ,t o,cvtu :rntba wrdv ,t cvtk vag ,umn
,,k rd cvtu :ch,fs wrdv ,t cvut v"cevu /ktrah kkfc if od tuv rdv hrva lunf
,rjt .rtn tca tuv itf rd aurpu /rdv apb ,t o,gsh o,tu rntbu wvknau ojk uk
/rhhd,ba rd ifa kfnu wub,t rudk ,rjt rhgnu
“It is a positive Commandment to love the ‘Ger’, as it is said: ‘You shall love the stranger
(Ger)’ 48 This Commandment is over and above the obligation to ‘Love your neighbor
as yourself,’49 since the convert is already included among Klal Yisrael. The Holy One,
blessed be He, loves the Ger, as it is written: ‘He loves the stranger, giving him food and
clothing.’50 And as it is said: “You know the soul of the stranger.’ 51 And the meaning
of ‘Ger’ here is one who has come from another land or another city to dwell among us,
and all the more so one who has converted to Judaism.” 52
among the negative Mitzvot, the chofetz chaim includes ,ubuvk tka vag, tk ,umn
vbu, tk rdu rntba 'ohrcsc -- “The Prohibitive commandment not to oppress the
convert to Judaism with words, as scripture53 says: ‘you shall not wrong a Ger.’”54 This
codification by a celebrated rabbinic ethicist of our duties toward converts must be read
in the context of the more sweeping Talmudic dictum: ohaau vakac vru, vrhvzv
...rdc ,unuen vaau ohgcrtc vk hrntu ,unuen -- “one who causes anguish to a
proselyte thereby transgresses 36 commandments; some say, 46 commandments.” 55
in recent years, the institution of conversion to Judaism, and the loving welcome
to which the convert to Judaism is halakhically entitled, have come under siege. our
colleague, rabbi david greenstein, wrote: “The conversion crisis in israel has reached
the breaking point...what is at stake is the Jewish soul of the country.”56 rabbi seth
(shaul) farber, founder of iTim: The Jewish life information center and rabbi of
Kehillat netivot in ra’anana, has observed:
“The momentum has shifted. Though the Torah insists on protecting the convert,
on making him or her a full member of the community, and on never reminding a
convert of his or her past, institutional orthodoxy has condemned converts to a neverending set of tests and examinations, to assessments and evaluations, and ultimately to
a level of scrutiny unprecedented in history.” 57
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rabbi farber urges those responsible for, or complicit in, this behavior, to “think
strongly about begging god for forgiveness for what we have done to the convert
among us.” indeed, he provides a series of “Al Heit” (for the sins that we have
committed) prayers which address the sinful treatment accorded converts to Judaism:
“al het that we didn’t cry out when conversions were annulled... al het that we allowed
converts to be oppressed and politics to guide religion,” etc. The impact of subjecting
converts to Judaism to re-immersion or “re-conversion” subsequent to annulled or
ostensibly flawed conversion proceedings, as recommended, for example, by rabbi
Broyde, when converts, according to him in halakhic error, served on the authorizing
Bet Din, is, according to rabbi farber, that the very individuals whom the Jewish
community is duty-bound to love “live in fear and trepidation that their Jewishness will
be denied.”
our own troubled times are not the first in which converts to Judaism have found
less than the loving welcome which is their due from their chosen religious community.
maimonides’ famous epistle to “obadiah, the wise and learned Proselyte” was
occasioned by just such conditions in the early 12th century. obadiah was “humiliated
and confused”58 by his ill treatment by Jews who objected to his recitation of various
prayers which, they claimed, belied his conversionary status: “god and god of our
ancestors,” who chose us from among all peoples,” who worked miracles for our
ancestors,” etc. rambam ruled: “you may say all this in the prescribed order and not
change it in the least. in the same way as every Jew by birth says his blessing and prayer,
you, too, shall bless and pray alike, whether you are alone or pray in the congregation.”39
as rabbinic authorities today determine the application and mitigation of
deuteronomy 17:15, tuv lhjt tk rat hrfb aht lhkg ,,k kfu, tk -- “you must not
set a foreigner over you, one who is not your kinsman” -- we do well to keep in mind
maimonides’ closing words to obadiah concerning the “Yihus”, the religious pedigree
of converts to Judaism:

hnk xjh,n v,t wceghu ejmh ovrct kt ohxjh,n ubt ot /lhbhgc ke lxujh hvh ktu
rnth rdv :cegh oac treh vzu hbt 'vk rnth vz wvhgahc arpn ifu /okugv vhvu rnta
/cegh oac treh hktrahvu whbt 'vk
"Do not hold your personal religious pedigree in low esteem. We may trace our lineage
to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, but your religious pedigree derives directly from God,
through Whose word the world was created. That is the explicit message of Isaiah: ‘One
shall say, I am the Lord’s; another shall use the name of Jacob.’ It is the convert who can
say ‘I am the Lord’s.’ The Jew-by-birth shall use the name of Jacob."
as we are specifically occupied with determining the eligibility of converts to
Judaism to serve among the judges impaneled for a Bet Din and limitations placed on
that eligibility by deut. 17:15, let us consider the “reworking” of maimonides’ paean to
proselytes, offered some 800 years later by an american Jewish jurist. louis dembitz
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Brandeis, associate Justice of the united states supreme court, who in 1916, despite
his religious pedigree, was the first Jew named to that court, was reportedly asked if he
had ever regretted his Jewishness, or considered renouncing his Jewish origins in the
interest of furthering his career. Brandeis famously responded: “i am sorry i was born
a Jew.” following a carefully calibrated rhetorical pause, in which detractors anticipated
announcement of his apostasy, Brandeis continued: “i am sorry i was born a Jew... i
wish i had the privilege of choosing Judaism of my own free will.”60
or as rabbi shmuel bar yehudah might have us say:

tbt rd tbt (i am a convert).

D. Summary
The Biblical sanction for appointment of an israelite king, restricts that office to
native-born israelites:

lkn hkg vnhat ,rntu vc v,cahu v,arhu lk i,b lhekt 'v rat .rtv kt tc, hf
l h j t cr e n u c l h ek t ' v r j c h ra t lk n l hkg o ha , o ua : h , c h c x ra t o h u d v k f f
:tuv lhjt tk rat hrfb aht lhkg ,,k kfu, tk lkn lhkg oha,
“If, after you have entered the Land that the Lord your God has assigned to you, and
taken possession of it and settled in it, you decide, ‘I will set a king over me,’ like all of
the nations that are around me, you shall be free to set a king over yourself, one chosen
by the Lord your God. Be sure to set as king over yourself one of your own people; you
must not set a foreigner over you, one who is not your kinsman.” 61
The Biblical restrictions regarding the monarchy were subsequently extended to bar
converts to Judaism from lesser offices of public trust and authority, as well... although
a bona fide Ger Tzedek is no longer properly termed a “foreigner.” neither is it
completely accurate to say that the convert is lhjt tk, “not your kinsman.”
nevertheless, the prohibition is extended, inter alia, to the office of judge, ostensibly
barring the convert to Judaism, ordained rabbi or layman, from being impaneled as a
member of a Bet Din and invalidating any action taken by that Bet Din. The Biblical
prohibition in deuteronomy 17 (oha, oua) is the sole basis for any exclusion of the
convert, who is uhrcs kfk ktrahf -- Jewish in every respect -- from functioning as a
judge. where that single prohibition does not apply, the convert to Judaism is (at least
by virtue of his conversionary status) no less valid a judicial candidate than any other
Jew.
rabbinic sources are all but unanimous, on the basis of oha, oua, in barring the
convert to Judaism from serving as a judge in capital cases (a purely academic concern
in the twenty-first century) and on a court (customarily of five judges) overseeing the
ritual of Halitzah. The latter stringency is based on the unique wording of the scriptural
prescription of the rite: the conspicuous repetition of the word ktrah. when, for
example, rabbi shmuel bar yehudah, a Ger Tzedek of the Talmudic Period, recused
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himself from a court scheduled to effect a Halitzah, it was on the basis of the exceptional
exclusion of converts from just such judicial proceedings in particular, and not any
general bar to him, as a convert to Judaism, serving as a judge per se. Halitzah, that is to
say, is exceptional in its absolute exclusion of converts as judges.
for judicial proceedings that do not in absolute terms preclude converts to Judaism
from serving as judges by the very content or exceptional nature of the case, a number
of mitigating factors and special circumstances may be identified which, according to
august rabbinic precedent, have rendered it permissible to impanel converts among the
members of the Bet Din:
1. The foremost of these is the permissibility of a convert to Judaism serving as
judge for cases in which the parties before the court are fellow converts. while
the most common such case today is the Bet Din L’Giur, the court overseeing the
conversion process, the same principle applies to any judicial proceeding:
monetary cases, various stages in the execution of a divorce, etc. urhcj ,t is rd
-- A convert may judge his fellow convert.
2. There is a body of opinion that a Bet Din convened for conversion proceedings
is not actually “judging” the aspiring convert at all, rather, the aspiring convert
effects his own religious transformation in the presence of the “court” members.
There can be no prohibition against a convert to Judaism serving on a Bet
Din that does not judge!
3. The willing submission of the parties appearing before a Bet Din to the
authority of that court, and their concomitant acceptance of its make-up, is also
deemed by numerous rabbinic authorities sufficient to permit a convert to serve
among the judges. he is not “appointed” or imposed on the parties in violation
of deuteronomy 17:15, they freely accept him. it should be emphasized that
rabbinic courts today, certainly those outside the court system and officialdom
of the israeli chief rabbinate, are by nature non-coercive in their authority.
Parties submit themselves to a given court. our Batei Din have neither subpoena
power nor power of enforcement, but rely on the consent and good faith of the
judged and on the moral suasion and spiritual counsel of the judges. This is
clearly demonstrated by the limitations experienced by the Joint Bet din of the
conservative movement in “requiring” that Gittin be issued when Jewish
marriages have broken down. our lack of coercive power, at times insufficient
even to elicit communication from prospective parties, explains our frequent
recourse to extraordinary rabbinic means of dissolving marriages. when the
Joint Bet din, or a subset of its members, acts as a court of arbitration in other
areas of Jewish law, generally, but not exclusively, financial matters, it is
expressly at the agreement and approval and generally, on the initiative of the
parties. ktrah ukhpt iusk vhhpf tkcu urhcj iusk r,un vhhpfc ukhpts -- A
convert may judge his fellow convert even in a court with coercive authority.
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Absent coercive authority, a convert may judge any Jew.
rabbi eliezer waldenberg (1915-2006), a celebrated israeli decisor of Jewish
law, ruled that appointment of converts to positions in which authority is
shared, as among members of a committee or board, does not violate oha, oua.
while he does not explicitly extend this principle to members of a Bet Din, by
definition a shared office, the inapplicability of oha, oua to shared office
bolsters the impact of other mitigating factors.
5. The prohibition of oha, oua assumes appointment to a permanent post, a
fixed office and does not refer to functioning as a judge on an ad hoc basis, so as
to render a decision in a single matter or proceeding. a Bet Din arranged by a
Mesader Gittin in order to appoint a secondary agent to deliver a Get, or by a
congregational rabbi to accept a convert to Judaism, or at the request of a Jewish
communal institution to resolve an employment or business dispute, is typically
convened as an ad hoc body to handle a specific matter or conflict. The
appointment is temporary. ,ubunn hbhsc guce ,uhvku rd urhcj ,t iusk raf rd
ihs ubhsu htretc ktrah iusku ohrdc. a convert may be appointed even to a
permanent post to judge cases involving fellow converts. furthermore, a
convert may be appointed to serve as a member of a Bet Din convened on a
temporary or ad hoc basis, and as such may judge cases involving any Jew.
6. The self-validating scholar is not “appointed” at all. he occupies the office,
whether national or local, by right. kkf hubn lhrm tku tbhsn uka tuv. The
eligibility of a convert to Judaism serving as a local rabbi to act as judge for his
own congregation, community, or students is self-validating, and, as such
service requires no further appointment, in no way violates oha, oua. a local
rabbi may also include on a Bet Din he convenes converts to Judaism whom he
deems to be unrivalled in ability, knowledge, requisite character, life experience
or piety. Those self-validating traits also obviate any arbitrary “appointment”
under the rubric of oha, oua. when an individual’s knowledge, spiritual
stature, and scholarly erudition make his role as a judge or in other positions of
public trust and authority self-validating, the prohibition of oha, oua does
not apply.

E. Conclusion
a convert to Judaism may not serve on a Bet Din adjudicating capital cases or
overseeing the ritual of Halitzah. for other cases, e.g. in monetary matters, arbitration,
matrimonial law, conversion proceedings, etc., a number of mitigating circumstances
permit the convert to serve on a Bet Din. in many cases, four separate mitigating factors,
each deemed by weighty rabbinic precedent individually sufficient to seat a convert as
judge, apply simultaneously. where the Bet Din is convened to oversee conversion to
Judaism, two further mitigating circumstances apply: the permissibility of a convert
judging a fellow convert, and the possibility that the function of a Bet Din l’Giur is not
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“judging” in the formal sense of the term. Thus six mitigating factors allowing a convert
to Judaism to serve on a Bet Din may simultaneously apply to conversion proceedings.
in matters of personal status, marriage, divorce, conversion, and the consequent
status of offspring, we generally, and quite appropriately, apply the principle uag vkgn
ihxjuhc, adhering to a more stringent standard.63 The permissibility of impaneling a
convert to Judaism on a Bet Din does not enjoy universal support among classical or
modern rabbinic authorities, and doing so is not the most stringent halakhic stance
available. some might posit on this basis that, though arguably valid as judges, converts
to Judaism should, as a matter of public policy, be excluded from the judicial role in
matters of personal status because of ihxjuhc uag vkgn. however, to do so would be to
deny converts to Judaism communal roles which they are halakhically permitted to
occupy. To do so would be to place unnecessary constraints on the professional activity
of converts to Judaism who have earned rabbinic ordination and selflessly serve god,
Torah, and israel. To do so would be to lend further credence to the invalidation of
proper conversion proceedings, recklessly rendering the religious status of devoted and
proper Gerei Tzedek negotiable, undermining their personal spiritual identities and sense
of self. To do so would be to contribute to a communal atmosphere increasingly hostile
and inhospitable to prospective and current converts precisely at a time in our history
when principled keruv that is responsible and halakhically sound is most needed by the
communities we lead.
in short, to adopt a public policy which denies converts to Judaism communal roles
which they are halakhically permitted to occupy violates the affirmative commandment
of the Torah to love the convert. such a public pronouncement also violates the Torah’s
many prohibitions against wronging the convert or oppressing the convert with words.
The prohibition of oha, oua, derived from deuteronomy 17:15, precludes inclusion
of converts in the judicial role only in proceedings of the most extraordinary content
and under the most unusual of circumstances... rarely if ever occurring in practice. in
convening Batei Din and in selecting their members, the permissibility of impaneling
qualified converts to Judaism is, therefore, to be presumed.

okugv vhvu rnta hnk xjh,n v,t 'ceghu ejmh ovrct kt ohxjh,n ubt ot
Those born as Jews may trace their lineage to abraham, isaac, and Jacob, but the
religious pedigree of sincere converts to Judaism derives directly from the creator.
ihxjuhc uag vkgn -- we could aspire to no higher standard.
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NOTES
1

This paper was originally written as an internal policy statement for use by members of the
Joint Bet din of the conservative movement, and by the Mesadrei Gittin (authorized
adjudicators of Jewish religious divorce) which it certifies. The Joint Bet din, whose nine
members are appointed by the rabbinical assembly, the united synagogue of conservative
Judaism, and the Jewish Theological seminary, deals with matters of marriage and divorce, as
well as arbitration and mediation.

2

for a history of conversion to Judaism, see my book, Noble Soul: The Life and Legend of the Vilna
Ger Tzedek, Count Walenty Potocki, (gorgias Press, 2005) and, especially, the appendix to that
work.

3

rabbi Beryl wein (born 1934), a celebrated rabbi and lecturer, is former executive Vice President
of the orthodox union. he made this observation in a lecture recorded and distributed by the
destiny foundation: “The legacy of hillel and shammai.”

4

deuteronomy 17:15.

5

deuteronomy 25:10.

6

BT Yevamot 102a.

7

BT Yevamot 45b.

8

rambam, Mishneh Torah, Hilchot Melakhim 1:4.

9

Shulhan Arukh, Hoshen Mishpat 7:1.

10 BT Yevamot 102a, rashi ad loc.
11 Shulhan Arukh, Yoreh Deah 269:11.
12 Ad loc.
13 shabtai ha-Kohen, 1621-1662.
14 Joel sirkis, 1561-1640.
15 Shulhan Arukh, Hoshen Mishpat 7:1, ad loc.
16 Zechariah mendel ben aryeh leib of cracow, 18th c.
17 mordecai yaffe, 1530-1612.
18 Shulhan Arukh, Yoreh Deah 269:11, ad loc.
19 yehiel michel epstein, 1829-1908.
20 Arukh Ha-Shulhan, yoreh deah 269:7.
21 rabbi eliezer waldenberg, She’eilot u-Teshuvot Tzitz Eliezer, 19:48.
22 ibid., 19:47.
23 Encyclopedia Talmudit: “ger” p. 268.
24 Hiddushei Ha-Ran, sanhedrin 36b.
25 Hiddushei Ha-Ramban, yevamot 45b.
26 Hiddushei Ha-Rashba, yevamot 102a.
27 rabbi moshe feinstein, responsa Igrot Moshe, yoreh deah 159. notwithstanding this leniency,
we note the counsel of our colleague, rabbi Jonathan lubliner regarding the composition of
Batei Din for conversion: “rabbis have more than a generic role to play at a beit din; by virtue
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of their training and experience they are the ones best qualified to conduct the ritual welcoming
Jews-by choice into the house of israel. equally important...the experience partakes of greater
religious clarity and cogency for those who join our communities and synagogues.” rabbi
Jonathan lubliner, “Petah Ha-Ohel - at the entrance of the Tent: a rabbinic guide to
conversion” (rabbinical assembly, 2011), p. 8.
28 op. cit., 19:47.
29 ibid.
30 Tzitz Eliezer, ibid., citing Knesset Ha-Gedolah (rabbi chaim Benveniste, 1603–1673)
31 BT Avodah Zarah 11a.
32 BT Yevamot 101b.
33 BT Yevamot 101b, cf. v’ana.
34 BT Baba Kama 38a-b.
35 BT Gittin 16b.
36 BT Avodah Zarah 28b.
37 BT Ketubot 12b.
38 BT gittin 13a, Tosafot ad loc., cf. v’ha la mashach.
39 BT Yevamot 22a.
40 for more on the controversy, and the exchange between rabbis Broyde and weiss, see
http://hirhurim.blogspot.com/2009/03/may-convert-serve-on-bet-din-for.html.
41 BT Yevamot 47b; Mishneh Torah, Hilkhot Issurei Biah 12:17.
42 rabbi isaac Klein, A Guide to Jewish Religious Practice, (JTs/new york, 1979), p. 444.
43 BT Yevamot 47a.
44 BT Yevamot 46b.
45 menachem finkelstein, Ha-Giur: Halakhah u-Ma’aseh [hebrew], (Bar ilan university
Press/Jerusalem, 1994), p. 267.
46 rabbi yitzchak ha-levi herzog, “She‘eilah B’Dvar Gerut,” Mizkeret: Kovetz Torani L’Zecher HaRav Herzog [hebrew], (Jerusalem, 1962), p. 50.
47 finkelstein, pp. 300-301.
48 deuteronomy 10:19.
49 leviticus 19:18.
50 deuteronomy 10:18.
51 exodus 23:9.
52 rabbi israel mayer ha-Kohen Kagan, Sefer Mitzvot Ha-Katzar, Mitzvot Aseh, #61.
53 exodus 22:20.
54 Sefer HaMitzvot Ha-Katzar, Mitzvot Lo Ta’aseh, #49. in a sense, both this halakhic duty and the
discrete commandment prohibiting the wronging of a convert to Judaism in financial matters
are at stake as we state our position on the eligibility of converts to serve as members of our
Batei
Din,
including,
at
least
theoretically,
those
dealing
with
,ubunn hbhs – “financial matters.”
55 BT Baba Metzia 59b. for this translation and a full discussion of contemporary administration
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of conversion matters, see rabbi marc angel, “conversion to Judism: Halakha, Hashkafa, and
historic challenge,” institute for Jewish ideas and ideals (http://www.jewishideas.org/minhamuvhar/conversion-judaism-halakha-hashkafa-and-histori). see also Shulhan Arukh, Hoshen
Mishpat 228:2.
56 rabbi david greenstein, “Viewpoint: a call for lay-led conversion courts,” The Jerusalem
Report, august 4, 2008, p. 47.
57 see “asking for forgiveness from the convert,” september 25, 2009, at
http//cgis.post.com/Blogs/orthodoxopinions/entry/asking_for_forgiveness _from_the_
58 see isadore Twersky, A Maimonides Reader (Behrman/new york, 1972), p. 474ff. scholars have
identified obadiah’s religious origins as that of a muslim or, alternatively, as a former roman
catholic Priest. see also rabbi l. cooper, “‘god of our ancestors’ - Biological ancestry &
spiritual roots in the Prayers of converts,” Jewish Education Leadership, (7:2),winter 2009, at
http://www.lookstein.org/online_journal.php?id=257.
59 Twersky, p. 475.
60 The story is repeated in a variety of sources and contexts. see, for example, anita diamant,
“developing a relationship with israel and the holocaust: conversion transforms formerly
neutral territory into emotionally fraught real estate” at http\\myjewishlearning.com/
life/life_events/conversion/conversion_Process/israel or the reference to Brandeis by israeli
minister of education gideon sa’ar in “sharansky at the Jewish agency meetings,” october
25, 2010 at http://ejewishphilanthropy.com/sharansky-at-the-jewish-agency-meetings.
61 deuteronomy 17:14-15. it should be noted that a similar restriction regarding the head of state
is, of course, included in the constitution of the united states. “no person except a natural
born citizen” is eligible to serve as President (constitution of the united states, article ii,
section 1). There is no historic record of any debate or objections regarding this provision at
the constitutional convention of 1787. The Twelfth amendment extends the restriction to the
Vice-Presidency. The constitutional provision was, apparently, intended to preclude ambitious
foreign monarchs, or former subjects loyal to them and subsequently naturalized as u.s.
citizens, from gaining undue influence or ascendancy in american governance through political
intrigue.
62 acceptance by the parties or community, the shared nature of the appointment, the temporary
or ad hoc nature of the office, and the self-validating quality of the appointee.
63 BT Kiddushin 83a, etc. see, for example, rabbi Joel roth’s cJls 1984 responsum, “should the
Kashrut of conversions be investigated?”http://www.rabbinicalassembly.org/
sites/default/files/public/teshuvot/20012004/17
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